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The corporation is one of the most important and remarkable institutions in the world. It affects
all our lives continuously. It feeds, entertains, houses and, employs us. It generates vast amounts
of revenue for those who own it and it invests a substantial proportion of the wealth that we
possess. But the corporation is also the cause of immense problems and suffering, a source of
poverty and pollution, and its failures are increasing. How is the corporationfailing us? Why is it
happening? What should we do to restore trust in it? While governments are subject to repeated
questioning and scrutiny, the corporation receives relatively little attention.Firm Commitment
provides a lucid and insightful account of the role of the corporation in modern society and
explains why its problems are growing. It gives a fresh perspective on the crises in financial
markets, developing countries, and the environment. Based on decades of analysis and
research, it describes a new approach to thinking about the firm which not only stops it
destroying us but turns it into the means of protecting our environment, addressing social
problems, andcreating new sources of entrepreneurship and innovation. It sets out an agenda
for converting the corporation into a twenty-first century organization that we will value and trust.
It takes you on a journey that starts in the Galapagos, ends in Ancient Egypt, and in the process
brings you to a new level ofappreciation of the economic world we inhabit.

Q&A with Colin Mayer, author of Firm Commitment: Why the corporation is failing us and how to
restore trust in itQ. What inspired you to write the book?A. The corporation is the most important
institution in our lives but it has had little serious analysis to date and, to the extent that it has, it
has been badly misunderstood. In particular, following the financial crisis, I appreciated that
many of our economic ills over the past few decades were incorrectly attributed to other factors
when in fact the corporation lay at their heart. Having worked for several decades on the subject,
it was therefore an opportune moment to write a book that brought my ideas on the corporation
together.Q. What are the primary reasons as to the loss of public trust in firms and why?A. The
loss of trust in the corporation reflects a belief that it exists simply to make money for its owners,
its shareholders, and it will do whatever it takes to achieve this. From our point of view as
customers, employees and communities we are therefore pawns in a game in which we are
manipulated for the benefit of others. The repeated recurrence of scandals only serves to
reinforce the belief that the corporation is inherently untrustworthy.Q. What are the biggest
changes a firm can make to regain public trust?A. The biggest change is to set out precisely how
it will uphold the interests of its customers, employees or communities and why they should
believe such assertions. How will the corporation compensate us if they fail to abide by their
promises? How can we be sure that they will do so even when their financial conditions change
or their attractive investment opportunities which lure them off to other markets? Such



commitments are credible and thereby instill trust in their customers.Q. What impact has the
attitude about takeovers had on firms? Does this attitude differ in different markets?A. The threat
of a takeover is regarded as an important discipline on management, encouraging it to act in the
interests of its shareholders. However, it also means that management is unable to prioritize
broader corporate interests in their employees, customers, and communities. There are
variations in the extent to which takeover markets operate freely: at one extreme stands the UK
with a very liberal takeover market; at the other end is Japan where the hostile acquisition of
corporations is prevented by shareholdings controlled by banks and other corporations; in
between stands the US with several takeover defenses and states legislating acquisitions.Q.
How does public versus private ownership affect the way a firm is run?A. Public ownership of
corporations is used to align the private interests of corporations with those of society more
generally. The concerns include public corporations being subject to political influence that
detracts from their commercial performance; those running public corporations have weak
incentives to operate them efficiently and productively; and the deep pocket of the state means
that they are not subject to the threat of bankruptcy and they are immune to the discipline that
comes from the threat of being taken over. Many countries have therefore chosen to privatize
their corporations to encourage greater efficiency and less political interference.About the
AuthorColin Mayer is former Dean of the Said Business School at the University of Oxford. He is
an Honorary Fellow of Oriel College, Oxford and of St Anne's College, Oxford. He is an Ordinary
Member of the Competition Appeal Tribunal and a Fellow of the European Corporate
Governance Institute (ECGI). He has served on the editorial boards of several leading academic
journals and assisted in establishing the prestigious networks of economics, law and finance
academics in Europe at the Centre for Economic Policy Research (CEPR) and ECGI. He was a
Harkness Fellow at Harvard University, a Houblon-Norman Fellow at the Bank of England, and
the first Leo Goldschmidt Visiting Professor of Corporate Governance at the Solvay Business
School, Universite de Bruxelles. He was a director of Oxera between 1986 and 2010 and was
instrumental in building the firm into what is now one of the largest independent economics
consultancies in the UK.Review"A constructive critique of the commercial corporation and
ultimately an ambiguous agenda for change. Worthy of wide readership because it is also a
carefully weighed historical reflection, and thus unlike the majority of books published in this
genre."--Oxford Today Vol. 25 No. 2"A provocative book ... Mayer's critique of the modern
corporation will resonate with millions who sense that something serious has gone amiss."--
Bloomberg News"There is no shortage of reflections on the market failure in the West. [But this
is] not just another fashionable tome on the topic. Rather, it is a solemn contemplation of the
roots of corporations' defects. You can sense the seriousness of his thoughts in every line."--
China Daily"A smart new book."--The Atlantic"An important book. It provides an impressive
explanation of the state of things and a blueprint for converting the corporation into a 21st
century organisation that could perhaps be trusted to promote the interests of economies and
societies everywhere."--New Zealand Management"Mayer makes his case clearly and



passionately."--Financial Times Summer Books Guide"An outspoken book ... This is not a
theoretical debate but one of urgent importance for economies around the world."--GRC-Daily
(Governance, Risk Management and Compliance)"The combination of theory and its
commercial application comes through in this thoughtful study of the corporation. The analysis is
quality."--Neil Hedges, Management Today"Blunt ... thoughtful ... thought-provoking"--Eric Krell,
Business Finance Magazine"Lays out a plan for a radical rethink of the purpose of the
corporation."--CSRwire.comRead more
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Glenn, “Highly recommend reading it. Worth every penny.. Bought this book used, delivered in
great condition aside from some highlighted lines. About halfway done reading it and Mayer
outlines exactly what is “wrong” with corporations today and possible approaches to solving
these issues. Definitely recommend reading it.”

Felipe Andrés Gómez, “Evolution of the corporation. We all know that corporations are key to our
social structure. We all know that they do good and that they do harm. Everyone will agree that
short term objectives should not govern a corporation's decisions and attitudes. I'm glad that
professor Mayer sees the urgency of redirecting corporate behaviour. His proposals are relevant
and pertinent.”

William Allan, “A very penetrating and original review of the status of .... A very penetrating and
original review of the status of the corporation and so-called 'corporate responsibility'. It should
have a major impact on the attitude towards corporation management, investment, regulation,
and corporate and government policy.”

John Gibbs, “Outstanding explanation of what is wrong with corporations and how to fix them.
The corporation is a rent extraction vehicle for the shortest-term shareholders; by threatening
interventions such as takeovers and hedge fund activism, they can hold all other stakeholders,
including longer-term shareholders, to ransom, according to Colin Mayer in this book. The book
describes why our erroneous ideas concerning corporations caused the global financial crisis,
and why government interventions are making the problems worse and not better.The idea that
the primary duty of directors is to act in the interests of shareholders leads to a variety of
problems, and actions which align the interests of directors with shareholders simply reinforce
the problems rather than solving them. Directors are effectively forced to maximise the short-
term value of shares by engaging in high-risk and untrustworthy behaviour, with the costs being
borne by other stakeholders including employees, creditors, the environment and future
generations. Corporate Social Responsibility programs confuse the issues without solving
them.Solutions proposed by the author include:* Requiring shareholders to register for the
period for which they intend to hold shares, with voting rights being awarded pro rata to the
length of time remaining before the shareholder can dispose of the shares. This makes it more
likely that the directors will work for the long-term well-being of the company and its
stakeholders, rather than for maximising short-term rent extraction.* Corporations should
become "trust firms", with boards of trustees who ensure that the firm has clearly articulated
values and principles and abides by them, but who do not otherwise interfere in the day-to-day
running of the firm.* The tax system should be used to promote the adoption of public values by
private corporations. Rather than paying corporation tax, those corporations that demonstrate a
public purpose, and an effective governance mechanism for upholding it, would be recipients of



subsidies funded from corporation tax levied on corporations that have no public purpose.*
Rather than viewing corporations as agents of the shareholders, corporations should be seen as
independent entities which make credible commitments to other parties.I found the book to be
both entertaining and persuasive. In my opinion the author has identified and described in a
clear manner a range of problems which most other authorities know exist but are unable to
describe or explain. This is an important book and should be read both by those who lead
corporations and by those responsible for regulating them.”

laurens van den muyzenberg, “Transform Shareholders into Real Owners. This book is about
large companies with hundreds of shareholders. The author presents proposals that would lead
to corporate action to be in line with their stated values and principles. The author, Professor
Colin Mayer, concludes that the Corporate Social Responsibility movement on this point has
failed. The author makes two proposals. The first one is to create a trust that is responsible to
see it that stated values and principles are practiced. This trust with trustees would be
established next to the Board of Directors, the CEO and his executive committee, and the
Annual General Meeting of shareholders (AGM). The second proposal that strengthens the first
one is to differentiate between shareholder voting power not only by the number of shares
owned but also depending on the number of years they commit to hold and not sell the shares;
the "committed shareholders." The purpose is to radically reduce the influence from short term
large share buyers that are only interested in making short term gains in buying and selling
shares. The author expects that with this structure "ownership" becomes meaningful, the way it
is in well run privately owned companies. The concept and feeling of "Ownership" in a large
company with hundreds of shareholders is not meaningful. The advantage for the CEO/top
management would be that they could no longer be pushed by large short term shareholders to
take actions that are in conflict with the values and principles of the corporation; the same
applies to the Board of Directors. The committed shareholders can take a meaningful interest in
the future of the company and will be interested in the short, medium and long-term
performance. The challenge will be to convince Board of Directors, Shareholders and Executive
Management that a fourth group, the Trust with trustees will not become too complicated. This
innovations presented should be tested. If it works it will make a huge difference to bring actual
corporate behavior in line what corporations claim are their values and principles.”

RMP, “What can and can't corporations do?. Firm Commitment presents an important and useful
analysis of role that corporation's play in modern society and is written by a scholar who clearly
knows their stuff. I though that the historical understanding of the corporation was a bit weak,
and that undermined a little how much the author could question how this framework for
business has changed/failed, but the work on contemporary corporations was top notch.”

Vincent Vermeulen, “Five Stars. Found this very useful for a Law research project.”



laurens van den muyzenberg, “Transform Shareholders into Real Owners. This book is about
large companies with hundreds of shareholders. The author presents proposals that would lead
to corporate action to be in line with their stated values and principles. The author, Professor
Colin Mayer, concludes that the Corporate Social Responsibility movement on this point has
failed. The author makes two proposals. The first one is to create a trust that is responsible to
see it that stated values and principles are practiced. This trust with trustees would be
established next to the Board of Directors, the CEO and his executive committee, and the
Annual General Meeting of shareholders (AGM). The second proposal that strengthens the first
one is to differentiate between shareholder voting power not only by the number of shares
owned but also depending on the number of years they commit to hold and not sell the shares;
the "committed shareholders." The purpose is to radically reduce the influence from short term
large share buyers that are only interested in making short term gains in buying and selling
shares. The author expects that with this structure "ownership" becomes meaningful, the way it
is in well run privately owned companies. The concept and feeling of "Ownership" in a large
company with hundreds of shareholders is not meaningful. The advantage for the CEO/top
management would be that they could no longer be pushed by large short term shareholders to
take actions that are in conflict with the values and principles of the corporation; the same
applies to the Board of Directors. The committed shareholders can take a meaningful interest in
the future of the company and will be interested in the short, medium and long-term
performance. The challenge will be to convince Board of Directors, Shareholders and Executive
Management that a fourth group, the Trust with trustees will not become too complicated. This
innovations presented should be tested. If it works it will make a huge difference to bring actual
corporate behavior in line what corporations claim are their values and principles.”

B. ROGER, “Riche et stimulant. En montrant comment la corporation est une institution qui rend
possible l'engagement des parties qui y coopèrent, l'auteur développe une critique constructive
de la théorie de la valeur actionnariale. Alors que la prédominance du pouvoir des actionnaires
leur permet d'établir des asymétries de risques à leur profit en tirant partie de la liquidité de leur
investissement, l'engagement à long terme des actionnaires est une condition de l'engagement
durable des autres parties et de l'efficience économique de l'entreprise. L'auteur suggère de
conditionner les prérogatives de l'actionnaire (droit de vote, droit aux dividendes) à une durée
de détention des actions. Au-delà de ces ajustements touchant à la gouvernance, il invite à
renouveler la pensée de l'entreprise en soulignant l'importance de l'engagement collectif.”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 4.2. 27 people have provided feedback.
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